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Canadian Pipe & Pump Supply is an industry leader engaged in
the manufacturing and distribution of pipe product used in
waterwell and groundwater monitoring applications. In addition,
we supply pumps and accessories used in conjunction with our
pipe. We firmly believe in helping our customers grow their
businesses. Our skilled team of industry experts can help select
the proper product for your application or help to design a
custom solution.
We have four locations across Ontario to serve your needs.
Please visit us at one of our branches located in Toronto, Orillia,
Ottawa or Tillsonburg.

Unicid Granular & Bullets
Design Water Technologies has been providing safe and innovative products for the North American
Groundwater Industry for decades. They maintain an exclusive distributor network and CP&PS is
proud to represent their product line. This month we will be exploring one of their "cornerstone"
products - Unicid.
Unicid has been consistently providing great results for the removal of mineral scale and iron
bacteria in tens of thousands of wells for in excess of twenty years. With correct development and
monitoring of the water chemistry, iron bacteria will not return, assuming, of course, that there is no
continuing source such as a well casing failure.

Unicid Granular and Bullets are the first granular acid formulated to work on iron, manganese and
sulfate. Customers keep coming back for these products because they are safe to store, easy to
use, non-corrosive, safe for disposal and get the job done. Part of the secret lies in the product's
shape and size - because it is a pellet or "bullet" it will land on an obstruction in a well, it is much
more effective than a traditional liquid that simply "sinks" to the bottom of a well passing right by the
problem area. Unicid Bullets are also effective when you need to loosen a stuck pump due to

mineral scale buildup. For domestic pumps, simply pour four to five pounds of bullets on the top of
the stuck pump and let sit overnight. Next, work the pump up and down to loosen the pump.
Please note that Unicid Bullets are recommended only for screens shorter than five feet and should
not be used in wells with over 250 feet of water as the pellets will dissolve before reaching the
screen. Follow the dosage instructions which are on the product label.
You are welcome to contact for local CP&PS representative to discuss how the Unicid line of
products can be of help to you.

We look forward to your business and partnering with you to help drive your growth in 2014.
Sincerely,
Robert Martini
Vice-President General Manager

